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ABSTRACT

Content sharing in social networks is a powerful mechanism
for discovering content on the Internet. The degree to which
content is disseminated within the network depends on the
connectivity relationships among network nodes. Existing
schemes for recommending connections in social networks
are based on the number of common neighbors, similarity
of user profiles, etc. However, such similarity-based connec-
tions do not consider the amount of content discovered.
In this paper, we propose novel algorithms for recommend-

ing connections that boost content propagation in a social
network without compromising on the relevance of the rec-
ommendations. Unlike existing work on influence propaga-
tion, in our environment, we are looking for edges instead
of nodes, with a bound on the number of incident edges
per node. We show that the content spread function is not
submodular, and develop approximation algorithms for com-
puting a near-optimal set of edges. Through experiments on
real-world social graphs such as Flickr and Twitter, we show
that our approximation algorithms achieve content spreads
that are as much as 90 times higher compared to existing
heuristics for recommending connections.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems
and Software—information networks

General Terms

Algorithms,Experimentation

Keywords

content spread, recommendation, social networks

1. INTRODUCTION
Social networks are increasingly becoming a powerful medium

for disseminating and discovering useful content. In popular
social networking sites like Google+ and Twitter, users share
activity updates with their neighbors or followers. The up-
dates typically include recently uploaded photos, comments
on photos and news articles, reviews and ratings that the
user has assigned to a movie or restaurant, or simply an
article or game on the web that the user has liked. Each
neighbor recursively shares received updates within its own
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neighborhood, and content generated by a user propagates
through the network to a wide user population. Thus, social
networks enable users to share content at an unprecedented
scale, and discover new content of interest to them.

On friendship networks such as Facebook, the content
spread is confined since connections are typically made to a
close group of friends1. On the contrary, content-centric net-
works such as Twitter and Google+ promote content spread
by allowing users to connect with people having common
interests, who are most likely not their friends. The extent
to which a social network spreads content is a key metric
that impacts both user engagement and network revenues.
The more content spreads, the more novel content users end
up discovering, and the more value users derive from be-
ing part of the social network. The effective dissemination
of generated content also helps users build their “online so-
cial reputation”. For instance, on microblogging sites such
as Twitter, the number of active followers is indicative of a
user’s online reputation [22]. Building an active following is
contingent on the content reaching the right set of interested
users on Twitter.

From the social network’s perspective, higher content spread
helps drive up user engagement which in turn leads to im-
proved user retention and audience growth. Furthermore, as
users spend more time accessing diverse content in the form
of photos, news articles, games etc., there are increased op-
portunities for monetizing the content via online ads, sale of
virtual goods, subscriptions, and so on. As a result of the
above benefits, it is crucial for social networks to maximize
the dissemination of interesting content across the entire so-
cial graph.

One way to boost content spread in a social network is by
increasing the connectivity among users. Social networking
sites like Twitter and Google+ already offer “people recom-
mendations” to users to increase connectivity. These people
recommender implementations, however, focus primarily on
making relevant recommendations without an explicit ef-
fort towards increasing content availability. For instance,
the “People You May Know” feature employs the Friend-of-
Friend (FoF) algorithm [1] that recommends users based on
the number of common friends with the user receiving the
recommendation. Other recommender algorithms, for e.g.,
in Twitter [2, 12], suggest users whose profiles, interests,
or updates have substantial overlap with the receiver of the
recommendation. In a typical social network, the number
of relevant recommendations that qualify based on criteria

1The recently introduced Subscribe Button now allows con-
tent to spread beyond friends on Facebook.
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Figure 1: Example illustrating that connecting users
with the maximum mutual friends does not maxi-
mize content availability.

such as FoF or interest similarity can be significantly large.
However, different subsets of these relevant recommenda-
tions may have very diverse content spread characteristics.
Consequently, simply recommending connections based on
the number of mutual friends or similarity between profiles
and posted content may not maximize content spread in the
social network. This is illustrated in the following example.

Example 1. Consider the simple social network in Fig-
ure 1 with users A, . . ., G. Suppose that user G generates a
piece of content c, and each user (except for E which does
not share content) shares content with its neighbors with a
probability of 1

2
. Then, users D and F each receive c with

probability 1
2
, E receives c through D or F with probability

(1− (1− 1
2
· 1
2
) · (1− 1

2
· 1
2
)) = 7

16
, C receives with probability

1
4
, and A and B receive with probability 1

8
each.

Let us assume that the set of two-hop neighbors form the
set of relevant recommendations for a user. Now, suppose
that we are looking to recommend a user to G to connect
with. The two relevant candidates for G are C and E. If we
use the FoF heuristic, then we would end up recommending
user E since it has the maximum number of mutual friends
with G. With the additional connection (G, E), it can be
shown that content c reaches from G to E with probability
≈ 3

4
(c reaches E with probability 1

2
along edge (G, E) and

with probability 1
4
along the two paths passing through D and

F; thus, the probability that c reaches E along one of the
paths is 1− 1

2
· 3
4
· 3
4
≈ 3

4
). Furthermore, there is no change

in the probability with which c reaches users C, D and F.
Thus, with edge (G, E), the only change in content spread
is that c reaches E with 3

4
− 7

16
= 5

16
more probability.

On the other hand, if G connects with C instead, then c
reaches C with probability 5

8
(c reaches C with probability

1
2
along edge (G, C) and with probability 1

4
along the path

through D). Furthermore, c reaches users A and B with
probability 5

16
. Thus, with edge (G, C), c reaches C with

3
8
more probability, and users B and A each with 3

16
more

probability.
Consequently, even though both E and C are two hops from

G, and E has the maximum number of common friends with
G, connecting G with C results in content spreading to users
with 3

4
(= 3

8
+ 3

16
+ 3

16
) higher probability compared to 5

16
as

a result of connecting G with E. ✷

In this paper, we consider the problem of recommending
connections that maximize content spread in a social net-
work while ensuring that the recommendations are relevant.
For each user u, our approach first identifies a candidate set
Nu of similar users based on the number of common neigh-
bors, proximity in the social graph, similarity of profiles and
posted content, etc. It then selects up to k users Ru from
each user’s candidate set Nu such that if every u connects
with users in Ru then the content spread in the network is

maximized. The k users in Ru are recommended for con-
nection to user u.

Observe that by recommending a subset of Nu to user u,
we ensure that the connections recommended to each user
are relevant. In typical social networks, the set Nu can be
very large (in the order of hundreds or thousands). By us-
ing the content spread objective to select the subset Ru,
our recommendation scheme essentially balances the needs
of both users (by recommending relevant users) and the so-
cial network provider (by boosting content spread in the
network). In addition, the constraint k on the maximum
number of new connections per user prevents deluging ac-
tive or highly connected users with an unreasonable number
of recommendations. Presenting each user with a bounded
number k of relevant connections ensures a good user expe-
rience. For the same reason, social networking sites such as
Twitter typically limit the number of recommendations to
about 10.

Our work differs from prior research on influence maxi-
mization in social networks [14]. The objective in [14] is to
select the top-k influential nodes in the network that can
be targeted to maximize influence spread in the network.
The authors show that even though influence maximization
is NP-hard, the influence spread function on nodes is sub-
modular, and thus a greedy strategy yields influence spreads
that are within (1− 1

e
) of the optimum. In contrast, our con-

tent spread maximization problem looks to add up to k new
connections per node so that content spread is maximized.
As edges are added to the social network, its structure itself
changes, and so the content spread function on edges is no
longer submodular – this precludes simple greedy solutions.
Furthermore, in our problem setting, there are complex con-
straints requiring that the number of new edges incident on
any node of the social graph is at most k. Thus, we have
millions of local constraints on selected edges as opposed to
a single global constraint in [14] on the number of selected
nodes. The lack of submodularity coupled with complex lo-
cal constraints make our content spread maximization prob-
lem a lot more challenging.

To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:
• We formally define the content maximization problem that
seeks to add up to k connections per user such that the
(probabilistic) propagation of content in the social network
is maximized. To the best of our knowledge, the people rec-
ommendation problem with the explicit goal of maximizing
content availability in the social network is new.

• We show that our content maximization problem is NP-
hard. Moreover, our content spread function lacks desirable
properties like submodularity that allow for efficient approx-
imation algorithms. We propose a restricted variant that is
submodular and closely approximates our original content
spread function.

• For our restricted content spread function, we devise an
approximation algorithm that computes an edge set satisfy-
ing constraints and whose content spread is provably close
to the optimum.

• We conduct an extensive experimental study with real-
life social networks from Twitter, Flickr, etc. In our ex-
periments, the connections recommended by our algorithm
achieve content spreads that are as much as 90 times higher
compared to the FoF heuristic and 4 times more than simple
greedy strategies.
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2. THE CONTENT MAXIMIZATION PROB-

LEM
We model the social network as an undirected graph G =

(V,E) where nodes represent users and edges are the connec-
tions between them. Furthermore, we denote the pieces of
content (e.g., photos, comments, articles) that nodes share
with their neighbors over a fixed time period (e.g., a month)
by C. Each node i in the graph has the following three pa-
rameters: (1) pi, the probability with which node i shares
content independently with each of its neighbors, (2) ci ⊆ C,
the content generated or discovered by node i, and (3) Ni,
the set of nodes in G that is compatible with node i. The
parameter pi can be empirically estimated by observing the
fraction of content that a node shares with its neighbors.
Also, Ni = {j : sim(i, j) > α ∧ j ∈ V }. Here, sim(i, j) is
the similarity between nodes i and j computed based on the
number of hops between the nodes, the number of common
neighbors, node profiles (e.g., preferences, educational back-
ground), and posted content. The user-defined parameter α
ensures that nodes in Ni are fairly similar to i, and are thus
relevant candidates for recommendation to i.
Observe that the parameters ci and pi determine the flow

of content through the network. We define the content
spread within the network as:

∑

c Expected number of nodes
with content c. Our objective in this paper is to compute
a set of relevant recommendations X such that the content
spread is maximized. Each recommendation in X is a node
pair (i, j), and indicates that node i is recommended to j,
and vice versa. Now, suppose that PX(i, c) is the probabil-
ity of content c reaching node i over the edge set E ∪ X.
Then, the expected number of nodes with content c is given
by

∑

i PX(i, c), and the content spread with new edges X
is f(X) =

∑

c

∑

i PX(i, c). We formally define our content
maximization problem below.

Definition 1. Content Maximization Problem:
Given a graph G = (V,E) and a constant k, find an edge set
X ⊆ {(i, j) : i, j ∈ V } such that: (1) At most k edges from
X are incident on any node in V , (2) For each (i, j) ∈ X,
i ∈ Nj and j ∈ Ni, and (3) f(X) is maximum. ✷

The term PX(i, c) within the content spread expression
f(X) depends on the specific content propagation model [10,
9, 14, 4] employed. A popular model for the spread of in-
formation or influence through a social network is the In-
dependent Cascade (IC) model [14]. In this model, when a
node receives or generates a new piece of content c (that it
has not seen before) at step t, it shares the content with
its neighbors in the subsequent step t+ 1. Thus, each node
shares specific content with its neighbors only once.
Our content spread function f(·) under the IC model has

two main drawbacks. First, computing the expected number
of nodes with specific content c is #P-hard [4], and so accu-
rately estimating the content spread requires running expen-
sive simulations for a large number of times. To overcome
the high computation cost, Chen et al. [4] propose an effi-
cient heuristic that restricts influence propagation between a
pair of nodes to be only along the maximum probability path
(MPP) between the nodes. This propagation model can also
be applied to our setting, thus allowing the content spread
function f(·) to be efficiently computed. We will refer to
this model as the MPP model in this paper. Interestingly,
even though the MPP model is more restrictive compared
to the IC model, Chen et al. [4] empirically show that the

21

4

5

3

Figure 2: Example illustrating that f(·) is not sub-
modular under the MPP model.

MPP model closely matches the IC model in terms of the
influence spread.

Unfortunately, the set cover problem can be reduced to
our content maximization problem resulting in the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. The content maximization problem is NP-
hard under both the IC and MPP models.

Proof. Follows from a reduction of the Set Cover prob-
lem to the content maximization problem. Details omitted
due to space constraints.

The second drawback is that under both the IC and MPP
models, f(·) lacks properties that would allow us to devise
good approximation algorithms. One such property is sub-
modularity – a function h on subsets of edges is submodular
if h(S ∪ {e})− h(S) ≥ h(T ∪ {e})− h(T ) for all edges e and
all pairs of edge subsets S ⊆ T . Kempe et al. [14] and Chen
et al. [4] show that influence spread is submodular under the
IC and MPP models, thus enabling a simple greedy strat-
egy to yield a solution that is within a factor of (1 − 1

e
) of

the optimum. However, our content spread function f(·) de-
fined on edges is very different from influence spread which
is defined on nodes. Specifically, when computing the con-
tent spread f(X), the new edge set X gets added to the
underlying graph G and this changes the structure of G. In
the following example, we show that f(·) is not submodular
under the IC and MPP models.

Example 2. Consider the social network graph with 5
nodes and 2 edges depicted in Figure 2. Let each node have
propagation probability 1 and let only node 1 contain a single
piece of content c. Let S = ∅, T = {(2, 3)} and e = (1, 2).
Now f(S ∪ {e})− f(S) = 2− 1 = 1 since with edge e, con-
tent c from node 1 reaches node 2 with probability 1. On the
other hand, f(T ∪ {e})− f(T ) = 5− 1 = 4 since with edges
(1, 2) and (2, 3), content c from node 1 reaches every node j
with probability 1 along the unique path from 1 to j. Thus,
since f(S ∪{e})− f(S) < f(T ∪{e})− f(T ) for S ⊆ T , f(·)
is not submodular. ✷

In the next section, we propose a restricted content prop-
agation model that closely approximates the MPP model
but in which content spread f(·) is submodular. This allows
us to develop efficient approximation algorithms for content
maximization. Although, in our problem setting, we have
more complex constraints that require the number of edges
incident on each node to be no more than k. The constraints
preclude simple greedy approaches, and necessitate more in-
volved approximation algorithms.

3. A SUBMODULAR CONTENT SPREAD

FUNCTION
We now present our new content propagation model in

which content spread is both submodular and efficient to
compute.
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3.1 Restricted Maximum Probability Path
Model

For a path 〈i = u1, u2, . . . , ur = j〉 through nodes u1, u2,. . . ,
ur, we define the propagation probability of the path as
pu1

· pu2
· · · pur−1

. This is essentially the probability that
content from node i reaches j along the path. Our new
model transmits content along paths that are restrictions of
MPPs – we define these paths below.

Definition 2. Restricted Maximum Probability Path
(RMPP): For edge set X, the restricted maximum proba-
bility path RMPPX(i, j) from node i to node j is the path
with the maximum probability among all paths from i to j
containing at most one edge from X. Ties are broken arbi-
trarily. ✷

In our new RMPP model, content from node i flows to node
j only along the path RMPPX(i, j). These RMPPs between
nodes are used to compute the content spread f(X) for an
edge set X. Thus, the RMPP model restricts content prop-
agation paths to contain at most one edge from X, and this
ensures submodularity of content spreads. In Section 5, we
show that considering these restricted propagation paths has
little effect on content spread values; this is because a bulk
of the probability mass is concentrated along such paths.
Note that RMPPs can be efficiently computed using a vari-
ant of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm; omitted here due
to space considerations.
To illustrate the submodularity property in the RMPP

model, let us revisit the social graph in Figure 2. Assume
that all nodes have propagation probabilities of 1 and con-
tent c is only at node 1. Let us compute the content spread
for edge sets S = ∅, T = {(2, 3)} and e = (1, 2) in the RMPP
model. The content spread is 1 for edge sets S and T since
node 1 is completely disconnected from the rest of the graph.
For edge set S∪{e}, the content spread is 2 because content
c reaches node 2 with probability 1 along path 〈1, 2〉. The
content spread for edge set T ∪{e} is also 2 because the con-
tent c from node 1 can only reach node 2. It cannot reach
other nodes since this would require the content to traverse
a path containing both edges in T ∪{e} which is not allowed.
Thus, f(S ∪ {e})− f(S) = f(T ∪ {e})− f(T ) in the RMPP
model. This is in contrast to the MPP model under which
f(S ∪ {e})− f(S) < f(T ∪ {e})− f(T ) (see Example 2).

In addition to submodularity, the content spread in the
RMPP model can also be efficiently computed. We make
the following two simplifying assumptions to speed up com-
putation and design effective algorithms: (1) Similar to the
MPP model in [4], we use a threshold θ to prune paths with
too small propagation probabilities, and (2) We assume that
content propagates along each path independent of other
paths. Note that the MPP model in [4] does not assume
path independence. In Section 5, we show that the path
independence assumption minimally impacts the computed
content spread values. Thus, the content spreads for the
RMPP and MPP models are very close.
Now, for our RMPP model, we can compute the probabil-

ity PX(i, c) of content c getting to node i for a new edge set
X as follows. Let V (c) denote the nodes containing content
c. Further, for j ∈ V (c), let qX(j, i) be the probability of the
path RMPPX(j, i) from j to i if it is above threshold θ. On
the other hand, if the probability of path RMPPX(j, i) is
less than θ, then qX(j, i) = 0. Since the propagation of con-
tent to node i along the individual paths RMPPX(j, i) are
independent, we get that PX(i, c) = 1−

∏

j∈V (c)(1−qX(j, i)).

Thus, the content spread function in the RMPP model is
given by:

f(X) =
∑

c

∑

i

PX(i, c) =
∑

c

∑

i

(1−
∏

j∈V (c)

(1− qX(j, i)))

(1)
Our content maximization problem in the RMPP model is
then to find an edge set X in graph G that maximizes the
content spread f(X) in Equation (1) above subject to con-
straints (1) and (2) in Definition 1. This problem can also be
shown to be NP-hard using a reduction similar to the one
used for content maximization under MPP in Theorem 1
earlier. The following example illustrates content spread
computation under the RMPP model.

Example 3. Consider the social graph in Figure 2. Let
the propagation probabilities for all nodes be 1

2
. Furthermore,

let node 1 contain content c, and nodes 4 and 5 contain con-
tent c′. Finally, let X = {(1, 2), (2, 3)}. Now, PX(2, c) =
p1 = 1

2
since c can flow from 1 to 2 along path (1, 2). How-

ever, PX(j, c) = 0 for j ≥ 3 since there is no path from 1 to
j containing at most one edge from X. Content c′ can reach
node 3 from 4 and 5 along two paths 〈4, 3〉 and 〈5, 3〉, respec-
tively. Thus, PX(3, c′) = 1−(1−p4)(1−p5) =

3
4
. Similarly,

since content c′ can reach 2 along paths 〈4, 3, 2〉 and 〈5, 3, 2〉,
we get PX(2, c′) = 1−(1−p4 ·p3)(1−p5 ·p3) =

7
16
. However,

content c′ cannot reach node 1 because paths to 1 from 4 and
5 involve two edges from X. Thus, content spread f(X) =
∑

i PX(i, c)+
∑

i PX(i, c′) = (1+ 1
2
)+(2+ 3

4
+ 7

16
) = 4.6875.

Observe that in our derivation of PX(2, c′) = 7
16

above, we
assumed that the paths 〈4, 3, 2〉 and 〈5, 3, 2〉 are independent.
Without the path independence assumption, we would have
obtained PX(2, c′) = PX(3, c′) · p3 = 3

4
· 1

2
= 3

8
. Thus,

the PX(2, c′) values with and without path independence are
fairly close. ✷

It is straightforward to see that f(·) is monotonic. The fol-
lowing theorem proves submodularity.

Theorem 2. The content spread function f(X) under the
RMPP model is submodular.

Proof. See Appendix A.

4. APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM FOR

CONTENT MAXIMIZATION
We are now ready to present our approximation algorithm

for the content maximization problem in the RMPP model.
Let Z = {e1, e2, . . . , em} be the set of edges between similar
nodes in V corresponding to compatible users. We are look-
ing for a set X ⊆ Z such that at most k edges from X are
incident on any node and f(X) as defined in Equation (1)
is maximum.

Since f(·) is submodular, one option is to use a simple
greedy strategy that (in each step) selects the edge that
provides the maximum marginal increase in function value.
However, this does not give good approximation bounds be-
cause of the constraint k on the number of edges incident on
a node. Specifically, an edge that results in the maximum
increase in content spread might violate node incidence con-
straints and thus be ineligible for selection. Consequently,
to handle these feasibility constraints, we adopt a different
approach that considers a continuous relaxation of our prob-
lem, and computes a fractional (approximate) solution for
edge membership in set X using the algorithm of [23]. We
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then use randomized rounding to convert our fractional so-
lution into an integral solution, and incur a constant factor
reduction in the benefit due to rounding.

Continuous relaxation. Let ȳ = (y1, . . . , ym) be an m-
dimensional vector of variables yi ∈ [0, 1]. The semantics
here are that edge ei ∈ X with probability yi. We define F (·)
to be the following continuous extension of f(·). Let X ⊆ Z
be a random variable such that ei ∈ X with probability yi.
Then,

F (ȳ) = E[f(X)] =
∑

X

f(X)
∏

ei∈X

yi
∏

ei 6∈X

(1− yi) (2)

The continuous relaxation of our content maximization prob-
lem then is to find ȳ such that F (ȳ) is maximized with

∑

j∈ei

yi ≤ k for all j ∈ V (3)

yi ∈ [0, 1] (4)

Note that Equation (3) enforces the constraint that each
node j has at most k incident edges in the discrete case.
Now, let F (ȳopt) be the maximum value of F (·) subject to
the constraints, and Xopt be the edge set satisfying con-
straints for which f(Xopt) is maximum. Also, let z̄ be de-
fined as follows: zi = 1 if ei ∈ Xopt, and 0 otherwise. Then,
observe that F (z̄) = f(Xopt), and z̄ is feasible. Thus, we
have that F (ȳopt) ≥ F (z̄) = f(Xopt).

Algorithm 1: ContinuousGreedy

Input: Graph G = (V,E), candidate edge set Z;
Output: ȳ satisfying Equation (3) and

F (ȳ) ≥ (1− 1
e
) · f(Xopt);

1 ȳ = 0; l = 0;
2 while l < δ do

3 Generate r samples X1, X2, . . . , Xr, where ei ∈ Xj with

probability yi. Set wi =

∑
j f(Xj∪ei)−f(Xj)

r
.

4 Compute a subset of edges Y such that no node has
more than k incident edges and

∑

ei∈Y wi is maximum.

This is an instance of the graph matching problem and
can be solved using the algorithm of [13] in O(m3) steps;

5 foreach ei ∈ Y do yi = yi + 1/δ;
6 l = l+ 1;

7 return ȳ;

Continuous greedy algorithm. We use the continuous
greedy algorithm of Vondrak [23] (see Algorithm 1) to find
a ȳ satisfying Equation (3) above such that F (ȳ) ≥ (1 −
1
e
) · F (ȳopt) ≥ (1 − 1

e
) · f(Xopt). Algorithm 1 considers δ

intervals of width 1/δ, and in each iteration, it increments
yi values of edges ei in a feasible edge set Y with the max-
imum sum of gradients

∑

ei∈Y
∂F
∂yi

. Each gradient ∂F
∂yi

can

be approximated as E[f(X ∪ ei)− f(X)] which is estimated
by averaging over r samples Xj . The graph matching algo-
rithm of [13] is then used to compute the optimal set Y with
at most k edges per node and the maximum sum of gradi-
ent estimates. Note that since the yi values of only edges
ei ∈ Y are incremented by 1/δ in each iteration, it follows
that the final ȳ satisfies Equation (3). In fact, [23] proves
the following theorem.

Theorem 3. [23] For δ = m2 and r = m5, Algorithm 1
returns ȳ satisfying Equation (3) and F (ȳ) ≥ (1 − 1

e
) ·

f(Xopt). ✷

Randomized rounding procedure. Once we have com-
puted ȳ satisfying

∑

j∈ei
yi ≤ k for all j ∈ V and F (ȳ) ≥

(1− 1
e
) · f(Xopt), we use randomized rounding [23] to com-

pute the final set X of edges. Essentially, we add element ei
to X with probability yi. Note that E[f(X)] = F (ȳ) and so
E[f(X)] ≥ (1− 1

e
) ·f(Xopt). However, the result of rounding

X may no longer be feasible, that is, the number of edges in
X that are incident on a node j may exceed k. So we need
to delete edges from X to ensure that it is feasible – we do
this by partitioning X into a small number of feasible sets
Xi and returning the Xi for which f(Xi) is maximum.

Our partitioning scheme starts with X1 = X and for each
node j with k′ > k incident edges in X1, it deletes (an arbi-
trary set of) k′ − k edges incident on j from X1 and inserts
them into a new (overflow) set X2. Thus, X1 now becomes
feasible, and the procedure is repeated for X2, . . . , Xs until
we get an overflow set Xs that is feasible.
Analysis of Approximation Algorithm. We can show

the following approximation guarantee for our algorithm.

Theorem 4. Let |V | = n, δ = m2 and r = m5. Further,
let our partitioning scheme generate edge sets X1, . . . , Xs.
Then w.h.p. E[maxi f(Xi)] ≥

1
3+2ǫ

· (1− 1
e
) · f(Xopt), where

ǫ =
√

8
k
log(n).

Proof. See Appendix B.

Note that Theorem 4 provides worst-case bounds. In prac-
tice, our experimental results indicate that our approxima-
tion algorithm returns edge sets with good content spreads
for much smaller values of parameters δ (set to 2000) and r
(set to 30). The time complexity of our approximation algo-
rithm is dominated by the matching procedure in Step 3 of
Algorithm 1. The matching algorithm has time complexity
O(m3) and is run δ times; so the overall time complexity
of our approximation algorithm is O(m3 · δ). To overcome
the computation cost, for large m, we can cluster the edges
in Z and run our recommendation algorithm on the smaller
clusters. We can also achieve further speedup using approx-
imate matching based on greedy heuristics instead of exact
matching. In our experiments in Section 6, computing rec-
ommendations on a one million node Twitter graph took a
little over 11 hours on a stand-alone PC.

5. DISCUSSION
In this section, we present intuitive arguments to show

that the three models – MPP with path dependence as-
sumption [4], MPP with path independence assumption,
and RMPP – result in similar content spreads for realistic
graphs.

5.1 Closeness of Content Spreads in the De-
pendent and Independent Path MPP Mod-
els

To show that the path independence assumption does
not affect content spread values significantly, we compute
PX(i, c) for a node i with and without the path indepen-
dence assumption in the MPP model. For simplicity, let the
propagation probability of all nodes be p. Furthermore, let
the paths (over the edge set E ∪X) that carry content c to
node i form a tree of depth l = ⌊logp θ⌋ and degree d at each

node (thus, there are dl paths). Recall (from Section 3.1)
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Figure 3: Propagation tree of depth l for carrying c
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Figure 4: Histogram of average content at a node
in the Twitter graph under the dependent and in-
dependent path MPP models.

that θ is the threshold to prune paths with low propagation
probabilities. This is pictorially depicted in Figure 3. In
general, the degree d of a node in the propagation tree is
much smaller compared to its degree in the graph G due to
the limited number of sources with content c. Thus, since
propagation probability is typically small (0̃.05), p · d ≪ 1.
Under the independent path assumption, PX(i, c) = 1 −

(1−pl)d
l

≈ pl ·dl. Now, let us compute PX(i, c) considering
dependencies between paths as in [4]. Let px be the probabil-
ity of content reaching an intermediate node in the content
propagation tree at depth x. Then, the probability of con-
tent reaching a node at depth (x−1) can be recursively com-
puted as px−1 = 1−(1−px ·p)

d. Since the probability of con-
tent at the leaf nodes pl = 1, we get pl−1 = 1−(1−p)d ≈ p·d.
Similarly, pl−2 = 1− (1− p · d · p)d ≈ p2 · d2. Computing re-
cursively, the probability of content reaching the root (node
i) p0 = PX(i, c) ≈ pl ·dl. Thus, the content spread with and
without path independence is approximately the same.
Figure 4 empirically compares the average content at a

node in a one million node Twitter graph (described in Sec-
tion 6.1) under the independent and dependent path as-
sumptions. Content c is randomly assigned to 1% of the
nodes in the graph which in turn spreads through paths of
the propagation trees. The propagation trees are grouped
into bins (x-axis) based on the number of nodes in the tree.
The average content at root nodes in a bin is shown on the y-
axis. As can be seen, the content spreads with and without
the path independence assumption are very close.
The path independence assumption in our setting is es-

sential for submodularity in Theorem 2. In fact, it can be
shown that the submodularity property does not hold for
the dependent path MPP model in [4].

5.2 Closeness of Content Spreads in the RMPP
and Independent Path MPP Models

Another natural question arises – what is lost when the

restriction of at most one new edge per path is imposed in
the RMPP model? For a simplified yet representative set-
ting, we present informal arguments to show that the con-
tent spread along paths containing at most one edge from X
(RMPP model) matches the spread along paths containing
an arbitrary number of edges from X (MPP model).

Our arguments rely on two basic observations: (1) In so-
cial networks, the average degree of nodes is typically much
larger than the number of social recommendations k per
node, and (2) With each additional hop, the probability of
content traversing a path decreases by a factor equal to the
propagation probability of the hop. Thus, shorter paths tend
to have higher probabilities, and so content is more likely to
spread along shorter paths compared to longer paths.

We will illustrate this in the context of a simple scenario
where a single node i contains a piece of content c and we
trace the spread of c from i along different types of maxi-
mum probability paths. Consider the tree T of maximum
probability paths over edges in E∪X originating from i. To
keep our analysis simple, let us assume that each node in T
has h + k children connected to it by h edges from E and
k edges from X. Also, let us assume that each node shares
content with its neighbors with probability p. Since we ig-
nore paths with probability less than θ, the depth of tree T
is at most l = ⌊logp θ⌋. See Figure 5 for an illustration.

Now, it is easy to see that the number of paths in T orig-
inating at root i of length r with zero edges from X is hr.
Similarly, the number of paths in T of length r with a single
edge from X is r ·hr−1 ·k. The reason for the factor r is that
the single edge from X can occur in one of r positions, and
the factor k is there because each node has k incident edges
from X. Also, the total number of paths starting at root i
of length r in T is (h + k)r. Suppose that P0, P1 and P∞

are the content spread values from node i along paths with
at most zero, one, and unlimited edges from X, respectively.
P∞ is essentially the total probability of all the paths, and
so we get that P∞ =

∑l

r=1(h+ k)r · pr. Similarly, P1 is the
probability of paths with at the most one edge from X, and
so P1 =

∑l

r=1 h
r · pr +

∑l

r=1 r · hr−1 · k · pr. And finally,

P0 =
∑l

r=1 h
r · pr.

Typical values of parameters are h = 100, k = 10, p =
0.05, and l = 3. For these values, P0 = 155, P1 = 198
and P∞ = 202.125. Thus, the content spread along paths
with at most one edge from X is very close to the content
spread along paths with no restrictions on the number of
edges from X. In fact, if we only consider paths containing
at least one edge from X, then the bulk of the probability
mass is concentrated in paths with exactly one edge from
X. This is because the probability of paths with exactly
one edge from X is P1 − P0 = 43 while the probability of
paths with more than one edge from X is P∞ −P1 = 4.125.

Emperical results comparing content spreads in the RMPP
and the MPP models are presented in Section 6.3.

6. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Through simulations on real-life social network data, we

show the superior performance of the continuous greedy al-
gorithm compared to other popular approaches – simple
greedy, degree-based heuristics, and Friend-of-Friend (FoF)
based selection. We also (empirically) substantiate our claim
about the closeness of content maximization under the RMPP
and MPP models.
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Table 1: Statistics for the datasets. (SCC: Strongly
Connected Components, WCC: Weakly Connected
Components).

Wikipedia Flickr Epinions Twitter

#Nodes 7.1 K 81 K 76 K 1 M
#Edges 104 K 5.9 M 508 K 3088467

Average Degree 14.6 72.8 6.7 3.1
Maximum Degree 893 4714 1801 216

# WCC 24 1 1 15
# SCC 5.9 K 1 42 K 896749

Largest SCC size 1.3 K 81K 3.2 K 103113
Avg. SCC Size 1.22 81K 1.79 1.12

# groups NA 195 NA 27

6.1 Experimental Setup
To simulate content dissemination, we need realistic graph

datasets, and models for content generation and propaga-
tion.
Datasets: We use the Wikipedia, Flickr, Epinions, and
Twitter social graphs. Between them, these graphs cap-
ture a wide variety of social relations (e.g., trust relations,
follower-following relations, and friendship relations). Im-
portant statistics of these graphs are summarized in Table 1.
Twitter: This dataset is obtained by crawling the twit-
ter.com site starting from a randomly chosen set of popular
personalities on Twitter. A directed edge from node X to Y
indicates that X is following Y ’s tweets. Due to Twitter’s
limit on the number of web server requests, only a subset of
users followed by X could be obtained. Based on the content
of their tweets, users were assigned to zero or more groups
from a set of 27 predefined groups (e.g., politics and sports).
Flickr: The Flickr (undirected) graph [24] consists of friend-
ship relations between users on the popular image site flickr.com.
In addition to the friendship connections, each user belongs
to one or more Flickr groups (e.g., wildlife and nature) from
a set of 195 groups.
Wikipedia: The Wikipedia(directed) graph [16] is gener-
ated using the voting activity in elections for granting ad-
ministrator rights to Wikipedia users. Each node in the
graph represents a Wikipedia user with voting rights. A
directed edge from i to j denotes user i’s vote for user j.
Epinions: Directed social network captures the who-trusts-
whom relation on the consumer reviews site epinions.com.
We consider the similarity sim(i, j) = 1 if the pair of users

(i, j) shares a common group and sim(i, j) = 0 otherwise.
The similarity function determines the candidate set Nu of
nodes with which a user u can connect. In the absence of
groups in a dataset, an edge can be added between any pair
of nodes in the network.
Content generation model: In the absence of informa-

tion related to content at the nodes, we make the following
assumptions for simulation purposes – our algorithm is inde-
pendent of the exact values assumed here. We assume that
a single content type c is generated by a set of seed nodes,
S. Moreover, the rate of content generation is assumed to
be uniform across all nodes in S. Unless specified otherwise,
|S| is 1% of the node set size. The set S is selected randomly
for all datasets other than Twitter. For Twitter, S consists
of about 38K users who tweet about soccer. To maintain
parity, the same set of randomly generated seed nodes is
used for all the algorithms.

Propagation model: Since we do not have the data to in-
fer propagation probabilities, we instead consider two prop-
agation probability assignments that are simple, yet illus-
trative. In the uniform assignment (henceforth UNI), all
nodes have the same probability p of sharing content. In
the weighted (henceforth WT) assignment, inspired by the
weighted cascade model [15], pairwise propagation probabil-
ities are inversely proportional to the degree of the origi-
nating node. These assignments have been considered else-
where for studying the MPP model [4]. We use the setting
p = 0.05, unless stated otherwise.

6.1.1 Performance Evaluation

To compare the different edge selection methods, we define
the lift metric as follows:

Lift(X) =
f(E ∪X)− f(E)

f(E)
× 100, (5)

where E is the set of edges in the original graph G and f(.)
is the content spread function. X is the set of recommen-
dations computed by the following edge selection methods.
Since the initial set S of nodes where content originates is
determined randomly, all the Lift results reported here are
averages over 10 independent runs.

In this paper, we do not focus on evaluating the quality
of the recommendations, since the candidate set Ni selected
using traditional recommendation methods is itself likely to
be highly relevant.

6.2 Edge Selection Algorithms
We compared the following edge selection strategies.

Greedy, where edges with the largest lift, given the current
set of edges in the graph, are added one at a time. This
process continues until no further edges can be added as a
result of the maximum edge constraint for each node.
Continuous Greedy (CG), where edges are added to the
original graph based on Algorithm 1 followed by randomized
rounding. Unless stated otherwise, we use δ = 2000 and r =
30 as parameters (see Section 4 for parameter description).
Threshold θ for pruning paths is set to 0.01.
Degree based selection adds edges between high degree
node pairs, wherein one of the nodes has content c. This
heuristic is intuitively competitive because it exploits the
high degree of nodes to maximize content spread.
Friend-of-Friend (FoF) based selection, where node pairs
are ranked by the number of common neighbors. Edges are
added between unconnected node pairs in this rank order.

In our experimental setup, k is set to 10. In principle, all
of the above algorithms terminate when the maximum rec-
ommendations limit k is reached for all nodes in the graph.
To highlight key insights, we instead terminate the simula-
tions after a certain fixed number of new edges are added.
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All simulations were performed on a 64-bit Intel Xeon
2.5GHz processor with 32 GB of main memory.

6.3 Simulation Results
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Figure 6: Lift for RMPP and MPP models under
uniform and weighted propagation.

Comparison between RMPP and independent path
MPP . For the Epinions and Flickr datasets, Figures 6(a)
and 6(b) show the percentage lift as edges are added to the
initial graph under the UNI and WT probability assignment
models, respectively. In both models, theMPP and RMPP
lifts are almost identical. However, the RMPP and MPP
propagation models tend to deviate minimally under the
WT probability assignment since WT has higher likelihood
of longer paths in graphs with low-degree nodes. Since long
paths have a higher chance of more than one new edge, we
would expect MPP and RMPP to diverge in such situa-
tions. Subsequent results consider the RMPP model alone.
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Figure 7: Lift as a function of number of edges added
to the initial graph.

Greedy versus Continuous Greedy (CG) maximiza-
tion. The Greedy approach selects edges with the highest
immediate lift. On the contrary, CG takes an approach that
captures the correlation between edges with high marginal
gain. The iterative computation in CG has the following
benefits: (1) Each iteration selects a locally optimal edge
set (to maximize sum of gradients), and (2) Each iteration
takes into account edge sets selected in previous iterations,
thus capturing the interplay between edges.
Figure 7 shows the lift in content propagation for 10K

edges added to the initial graphs. The combination of con-

tinuous greedy with weighted propagation outperforms other
algorithms by a factor of 1.75 to 2 for all datasets other than
Flickr. For Flickr,CG-UNI outperforms other algorithms by
as much as a factor of 6. The lower lift for CG-WT on
the dense Flickr graph can be attributed to the propagation
probability, which is inversely proportional to node degree
in the WT assignment. In contrast, for low density datasets
(e.g. Wikipedia and Epinions) WT propagation achieves
maximum marginal gain by connecting low degree nodes.

Comparison with edge recommendation heuristics.
We now compare Greedy and CG, under UNI propagation,
with two commonly used heuristics –Degree and FoF. In Fig-
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Figure 8: Comparison with Degree and FoF based
heuristics.

ure 8, both Degree and FoF have insignificant lifts compared
to CG and Greedy, which shows the merit of applying opti-
mization techniques instead of generally accepted heuristics.
To highlight the difference, CG has a lift 80–95 times that
of FoF and Degree.
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Figure 9: Lift versus varying parameters for the
Epinions dataset.

Varying CG algorithm parameters. Figure 9(a) shows
lift as the fraction of nodes with original content varies. We
show results for the Epinions dataset alone; other datasets

show similar trends. 10K edges are added for each F = |S|
|V |

,

varying from 1% to 10%. As expected, with increasing F
the lift decreases as the fraction of yet-to-be-reached nodes
decreases. Again, CG optimization yields the best results
over the entire range of F considered.

Figure 9(b) shows the impact of varying the number of
recommended edges per node. Initially, the lift increases for
all the models. Beyond k = 20, however, the lift for the
UNI models stabilizes whereas the lift for WT propagation
decreases. For the WT propagation probability assignment,
as the degree of a node increases with additional edges its
propagation probability decreases; beyond a point the over-
all spread begins to get impacted.

Finally, Figure 9(c) shows the impact of varying the prop-
agation probability p for the UNI model. As expected, the
lift increases with p. At p = 0.1, the network has ample
content prior to any edge additions. As a result, we observe
the lift beginning to drop.
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Comparing UNI and WT. Figure 10 shows how UNI
and WT probability assignments result in different kinds of
nodes being selected for edge recommendations. The WT
probability assignment results in new links originating from
low degree nodes, since those nodes have the highest per-
edge propagation probabilities. Thus, low-degree nodes are
preferred until such nodes become increasingly rare. On
the other hand, UNI is biased towards picking high-degree
nodes, which have the highest expected number of neighbors
receiving content.
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Figure 10: UNI versus WT – Average degree of
nodes with new edges. Note: Right axis is for CG-

WT and left is for CG-UNI.

Runtime performance of continuous greedy. Comput-
ing 5K recommendations for the Twitter, Flickr and Epin-
ions datasets took 40913, 2169 and 1581 seconds, respec-
tively, under the UNI propagation model. Clearly, the
sparse one million node Twitter graph takes comparatively
much longer due to the larger number of missing edges that
are potential recommendations. It is important to note that
in practice, recommendations are computed offline, thus al-
lowing for the higher computation cost. Observe that we
can also speed up computation by parallelizing parts of our
algorithms using a Map-Reduce framework. Nevertheless,
efficient methods based on greedy heuristics is a direction
for further exploration.

7. RELATED WORK
Following categories of research relate to the current work.

Recommendations and link prediction in social net-
works: As mentioned in Section 1, a large number of in-
terests or profiles (i.e. college attended, current city, etc.)
based and FoF based recommendation algorithms have been
proposed in the literature [3, 1, 11]. Link prediction al-
gorithms have also been developed for friend recommenda-
tions [21, 18]. These algorithms, unlike the proposed work,
do not consider content spread as an explicit objective while
recommending links. Recent work by Roth et al. [20] defines
an Interactions Rank (IR) metric based on email interactions
between users. The IR score is used within a Friend Suggest
algorithm to recommend connections similar to a seed set of
users. Another work, Twittomender [12], recommends users
to follow on Twitter based on a combination of content and
collaborative filtering type features.
Influence propagation and maximization: A large num-
ber of social contagion models have been proposed for ex-
plaining the diffusion of information and ideas through social
connections. The linear threshold model [10] and the inde-
pendent cascade (IC) model [9] are the most widely studied
probabilistic models of diffusion. Variations of these models
– decreasing cascade model [15], triggering model [14], and
non-progressive models such as the Susceptible/Infected/Sus-

ceptible (SIS) model [19] have also been studied. Most of
these models are compute intensive to simulate.

The influence maximization problem, also known as the
target set selection problem [7, 14, 15] addresses the maxi-
mization of social contagion within the propagation models
mentioned above. Recent work [17, 5, 4] has focused on
efficient techniques for influence maximization. These tech-
niques identify a set of nodes as opposed to edge recommen-
dations in our setting.
Edge augmentation: Adding edges to graphs has been
explored with other objectives – minimizing the network di-
ameter [6] and maximizing algebraic connectivity for ro-
bustness [8], to list a few.

8. CONCLUSION
We introduced the problem of recommending connections

in a social network with the explicit objective of maximizing
content spread in the network. Our content maximization
problem is interesting in two ways. First, the problem is
NP-hard and non-submodular. Second, we impose per-node
constraints on the maximum number of new links as opposed
to a global constraint on the number of selected nodes as in
the influence maximization problem. We proposed a novel
RMPP model that admits submodularity leading to com-
putationally feasible approximation algorithms in the pres-
ence of the above constraints. Simulation results on realistic
graphs demonstrate the superiority of our approach in com-
parison with commonly used heuristics.

The proposed content maximization framework has inter-
esting extensions. The model currently assumes that the
content generated at each node is independent and non-
competing. Adapting the model to overcome these assump-
tions is a direction worth exploring. Scalability, alternate
models for propagation (e.g. SIS diffusion model) and ef-
fectiveness on live web-scale networks are aspects that also
need further investigation.
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APPENDIX

A. PROOF OF THEOREM 2

THEOREM: The content spread function f(X) under the RMPP
model is submodular.

We show that PX(i, c) = 1−
∏

j∈V (c)(1−qX(j, i)) is submodular.

Since the sum of submodular functions is also submodular, we get
that f(X) =

∑

c

∑

i PX(i, c) is submodular.
For edge e and edge subsets S ⊆ T , we are looking to show that

PS∪{e}(i, c)− PS(i, c) ≥ PT∪{e}(i, c)− PT (i, c). Without loss of

generality, let V (c) = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Recollect that V (c) is the set
of nodes with content c. Furthermore, for edge set T ∪{e}, let the
RMPPs from only nodes 1, . . . , r to i pass through edge e. We
rely on the following three observations for proving that PX(i, c)
is submodular.

1. (a) qT (j, i) ≥ qS(j, i), (b) qT∪{e}(j, i) ≥ qS∪{e}(j, i), and (c)

qS∪{e}(j, i) ≥ qS(j, i). Probability of RMPPs cannot decrease
with the addition of new edges.

2. qS∪{e}(j, i) = qT∪{e}(j, i), j ≤ r. With the restriction of at

the most one new edge per RMPP, the RMPPs from j to i for
edge set S ∪{e} also pass through e and are identical to those for
T ∪ {e}.

3. qT∪{e}(j, i) = qT (j, i), j > r. RMPPs from j to i for T ∪ {e}
that do not contain edge e must be identical to the ones for T .

Now, PT∪{e}(i, c)− PT (i, c)

= (1−

n
∏

j=1

(1− qT∪{e}(j, i)))− (1−

n
∏

j=1

(1− qT (j, i)))

=
n
∏

j=1

(1− qT (j, i))−
n
∏

j=1

(1− qT∪{e}(j, i))/* Applying 3 */

≤ (

r
∏

j=1

(1− qT (j, i))−

r
∏

j=1

(1− qT∪{e}(j, i))) (6)

·

n
∏

j=r+1

(1− qT∪{e}(j, i)) /* Applying 1(a), 1(b) and 2 */

≤ (

r
∏

j=1

(1− qS(j, i))−

r
∏

j=1

(1− qS∪{e}(j, i))) (7)

·

n
∏

j=r+1

(1− qS∪{e}(j, i)) /* Applying 1(c) */

≤

n
∏

j=1

(1− qS(j, i))−

n
∏

j=1

(1− qS∪{e}(j, i))

≤ PS∪{e}(i, c)− PS(i, c)

Thus, f(·) is submodular.

B. PROOF OF THEOREM 4

THEOREM: Let |V | = n, δ = m2 and r = m5. Further, let our
partitioning scheme generate edge sets X1, . . . , Xs. Then w.h.p.

E[maxi f(Xi)] ≥
1

3+2ǫ
· (1− 1

e
) · f(Xopt), where ǫ =

√

8
k
log(n).

Consider the set X obtained as a result of our randomized round-
ing procedure. Due to Theorem 3, we have that E[f(X)] ≥

(1− 1
e
) · f(Xopt).

Now, let Yj be the number of edges in X incident on node

j. Also, let ǫ =
√

8
k
log(n). Recall that an arbitrary edge ei

is included in X with probability yi. Further, since ȳ is feasible,
∑

j∈ei
yi ≤ k for all nodes j. Thus, E[Yj ] ≤ k. Applying Chernoff

Bounds, we get

P (Yj ≥ (1 + ǫ) ·E[Yj ]) < exp(−
E[Yj ] · ǫ

2

4
)

Since E[Yj ] ≤ k, we get

P (Yj ≥ (1 + ǫ) · k) < exp(−
k · ǫ2

4
)

Now define Ymax = maxj{Yj}. By the union bound, we get that

P (Ymax ≥ (1 + ǫ) · k) < n · exp(−
k · ǫ2

4
)

The above probability is extremely small (≤ 1
n
) for ǫ =

√

4
k
log(n2).

Thus, we get that w.h.p. Yj ≤ (1 + ǫ) · k for all nodes j.
Next, we show that our partioning scheme divides set X into

at most 2ǫ + 3 feasible sets Xi. This is because w.h.p., for any
edge (u, v) ∈ X, at most 1 + ǫ sets Xi can have k edges incident
on each of the vertices u and v (since Yj ≤ (1 + ǫ) · k). Thus,
w.h.p., in at least one of the 2ǫ + 3 sets Xi, both u and v must
have fewer than k incident edges, and so Xi ∪ {(u, v)} is feasible.

Now, since f(·) is submodular, we have that
∑

i f(Xi) ≥ f(∪iXi).

Furthermore, there are at most 2ǫ+ 3 feasible sets Xi. Thus, we

get that maxi f(Xi) ≥
f(X)
2ǫ+3

, and so E[maxi f(Xi)] ≥
1

3+2ǫ
· (1−

1
e
) · f(Xopt).
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